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Why is it in news?
 a common script It is developed by

What is Bharati Script?
unified script for nine Indian languages.

Hindi/Marathi (Devanagari), Tamil, Telugu, Gujarati, 
Punjabi (Gurmukhi), Bengali, Oriya, Kannada and 
Malayalam.

Indian languages/scripts including English.

Need for a common script

Significance of 

Why is it in news?
that dairy products 

were being produced by the Harappans 

Key findings from a latest study

History, Art & CultureBHARATI SCRIPT

History, Art & CultureEvidence of dairy production in the Indus Valley Civilisation
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Why is it in news?

About Azad Hind Government

Significance

Why is it in news?

About the project 
miniature paintings from the National Museum

Aim of the project

History, Art & CultureAZAD HIND GOVERNMENT

History, Art & CultureLife in Miniature" Project 
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SIGNIFICANCE

Special features

Miniature Paintings 

Miniature Schools in India
1. THE PALA SCHOOL (11th to 12th centuries)

in the form 
of illustrations to the religious texts on Buddhism executed 
under the Palas of the eastern India and the Jain texts 
executed in western India during the 11th-12th centuries 
A.D

Nalanda, 
Odantapuri,Vikramsila and Somarupa were great centres of 
Buddhist learning and art.

manuscripts on palm-leaf relating to the 
Buddhist themes were written and illustrated with the images of Buddhist deities

workshops for the casting of bronze images
all over South-East Asia 

in the form of bronzes and manuscripts which helped to 
carry the Pala style to Nepal, Tibet, Burma, Sri Lanka and Java etc.

Vajrayana School of Buddhism.
sinuous line and subdued tones of colour

Bodleian 
Library, Oxford, England Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita, or the perfection of 
Wisdom written in eight thousand lines

Pala King, Ramapala, The manuscript has 
illustrations of six pages and also on the insides of both wooden covers.
The Pala art came to a sudden end after the destruction of the Buddhist monasteries at the hands of 
Muslim invaders
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The Western Indian School (12th – 16th Centuries)
Gujarat, 

Rajasthan and Malwa.
Jainism just as it was Buddhism in case of the Ajanta and the Pala 

arts
Jainism was patronised by the Kings of the Chalukya Dynasty who ruled 
Gujarat and parts of Rajasthan and Malwa from 961 A.D. to the end of 
the 13th century
An enormous number of Jain religious manuscripts were commissioned 
from 12th to 16th centuries 

One 
finds in this style an exaggeration of certain physical traits, eyes, 
breasts and hips are enlarged Figures are flat with angularity of 
features and the further eye protruding into space.

From about 1100 to 1400 A.D., palm-leaf was used for the manuscripts and later on paper was 
introduced for the purpose.
TheKalpasutra and the Kalakacharya-Katha

manuscripts of the Kalpasutra in the Devasano pado Bhandar at 
Ahmedabad, the Kalpasutra and Kalakacharya-Katha of about 1400 A.D.

the 
Kalpasutra written and painted in Jaunpur in 1465 A.D.

Other Isolated Styles (1500-1550 A.D.)
During the 15th century the Persian style of painting started influencing the Western Indian style of 
painting

ultramarine blue and gold colour in the 
Western Indian manuscripts is also believed to be due to the 
influence of the Persian painting

illustrated manuscripts

Sultan Nadir Shah Khilji of Malwa (1500-1510 A.D.), by one Hajji 
Mahmud (painter) Shahsuwar (scribe).

 Nimat Nama (Cookery Book) which 
exists in the Indian Office Library, London is marked by a new 
trend of painting at Malwa.
The manuscript was started in the time of Ghiyasaldin Khilji of 
Malwa (1469-1500 A.D.).

the first 
attempt towards the evolution of new styles of painting by the 
fusion of the Persian style of Shiraz with the indigenous Indian 
style

"Kulhadar Group".
'Chaurapanchasika' – "Fifty Verses of the Thief by Bilhan, 

the Gita Govinda, the Bhagavata Purana and Ragamala
brilliant 

contrasting colours, vigorous and angular drawing, transparent 
drapery and the appearance of conical caps 'Kulha' on which 
turbans are worn by the male figures

Chaurapanchasika miniature shows Champavati 
standing near a lotus pond.
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It was executed 
in the first quarter of the 6th century, probably in Mewar.

does not show any influence of either the Persian or the 
Mughal style of painting.

Laur Chanda, an Avadhi romance by Mulla Daud, 

They show a mixture of Persian and Indian styles like the Nimat 
Nama of Malwa.
Mrigavati and the Mahapurana, a Jain text.

Chaurapanchasika style.

The Mughal School (1560-1800 A.D.)  

the Mughal School of painting 
originated in the reign of Akbar in 1560 A.D.

art of painting and architecture

Mir Sayyed Ali and Abdul Samad 
Khan

happy synthesis of the 
indigenous Indian style of painting and the Safavid school of 
Persian painting

supple naturalism based on close 
observation of nature and fine and delicate drawing.

Tuti-nama

Hamza-nama illustrations on 
cloth, originally consisting of 1400 leaves in seventeen volumes. 

The Hamza-nama illustrations

architecture is Indo-Persian, the tree types are mainly derived 
from the Deccani painting and female types are adapted from the earlier Rajasthani paintings, Women are 
wearing four comered pointed skirts and transparent muslim veils. Turbans worn by men are small and 
tight, typical of the Akbar period
The Mughal style was further influenced by the European paintings

Gulistan of Sadi dated 1567
the Anwari-Suhavli (a book of fables) dated 1570 

Gulistan of Sadi
Diwan of 

Hafiz theRazm-nama (Persian translation of the Mahabharata)
the Akbar-nama (circa 

1600
the Twarikh-e-Khandane 

Taimuria the Jog Vashisht 

Akbar's court painters

Dasvanth, Miskina, Nanha, Knha, Basawan, Manohar, Doulat, Mansur, 
Kesu, Bhim Gujarati, Dharam Das, Madhu, Surdas, Lal, Shankar Goverdhan and Inayat.
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Evolution of Mughal paintings under Jahangir
Under Jahangir, painting acquired greater charm, refinement and dignity

animal fable 
book called Ayar-i-Danish, Gulistan and a Diwan of 
Hafiz Besides a number of durbar scenes, portraits, bird, animal and 
flower studies were also executed during his period.

Aqa Riza, Abul Hasan, Mansur, Bishan Das, Manohar, 
Goverdhan, Balchand, Daulat, Mukhlis, Bhim and Inayat.
The portrait of Jahangir illustrated is a typical example of miniature 
executed during the period of Jahangir.

Jahangir holding a picture of the Virgin Mary in his right hand

provincial 
officers also patronised painting. They engaged artists trained in the 

Mughal technique of painting.

series of the 
Razm-nama dated 1616 A.D., a series of the Rasikapriya (1610-1615)
and a series of the Ramayana of circa 1610 A.D.,

a series of the Ramayana of the early 17th century in 
the typical popular Mughal style,

It shows a fight between the armies of Rama and 
Ravana in Lanka.

Rama with his brother Lakshmana

Shah Jahan
the Mughal painting maintained its fine quality

Portraiture was given 
considerable attention by his painters.

Bichiter, Chaitaraman, Anup Chattar, 
Mohammed Nadir of Samarquand, Inayat and Makr.

Gulistan and the Bustan of 
Sadi, Shah Jahan 
Nama 1657,

gathering of Sufis (Muslim 
divines) who are seen seated in an open space and engaged in discussion. 

Aurangzeb and later era
Aurangzeb was a puritan and therefore did not encourage art.

Bahadur Shah, there was a revival

After 1712 A.D. the Mughal painting again started deteriorating

The Deccani Schools (Circa 1560-1800 A.D.)

sophisticated schools of painting flourished there
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Ahmednagar, Bijapur and 
Golconda.

Ahmednagar

praise of Hussain Nizam Shah I of Ahmednagar 
(1553-1565) and his queen. 'Tarif-in-
Hussain Shahi 

the king sitting on the throne and 
attended by a number of women. 

The colours 
used in the painting being rich and brilliant are different from those 
used in the northern paintings. The Persian influence can be seen in 
the high horizon, gold sky and the landscape.

"Hindola 
Raga" of about 1590 A.D. and portraits of Burhan Nizam Shah II of 
Ahmednagar (1591-96 A.D.) and of Malik Amber of about 1605 A.D. 

Bijapur
In Bijapur, painting was patronised by Ali Adil Shah I (1558-80 A.D.) and his 
successor Ibrahim II (1580-1627 A.D.). Najum-
al-ulum (Stars of Sciences), Ali Adil Shah 
I.
This manuscript contains 876 miniatures.

"Throne of Prosperity". Lepakshi 
mural painting The rich colour scheme, the palm trees, 
animals and men and women all belong, to the Deccani tradition The profuse 
use of gold colour, some flowering plants and arabesques on the top of the 
throne are derived from the Persian tradition
Ibrahim II (1580-1627 A.D.) was a musician and author of a book, the 
Naurasnama Ragamala 
paintings

Golconda
group of five charming paintings of about 1590 A.D.

Muhammad Quli Quta Shah (1580-1611)
the king in his court watching a dance 

performance.

"Lady with the Myna bird"
Sufi poem (1605-15 A.D.) poet in a garden and an elegantly 

dressed young man seated on a golden stool and reading a book,
artist Muhammad Ali

Early Deccani painting absorbed influences of the northern tradition of the 
pre-Mughal painting which was flourishing in Malwa, and of the southern 
tradition of the Vijayanagar murals

Influence of the Persian painting is also observed

Tradition of the early Deccani painting continued long 
after the extinction of the Deccan Sultanates of Ahmednagar, Bijapur and 
Golconda.

Hyderabad
Asafjhi dynasty by Mir 

Qamruddin Khan (Chin Qulick Khan) Nizam-ul-Mulk
Mughal style of painting on the already existing early styles of 
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Deccani paintings,

princess in the company of maids is a typical example of the Hyderabad school of 
painting. the rich colours, the Deccani facial types and 
costumes can be observed in the miniature. It belongs to the third quarter 
of the 18th century.

Tanjore
A style of painting characterised by bold drawing, techniques of shading 
and the use of pure and brilliant colours

coronation of 
Rama The scene is laid under elaborately decorated arches.
In the middle Rama and Sita are seated on the throne,

. In the foreground are Hanuman, Sugriva who is being honoured 
and two other vanaras opening a box probably containing gifts.

Why is it in news?

Rise of Banda Bahadur :

History, Art & CultureJAYANTI OF BABA BANDA SING BAHADUR 
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Why is it in news?

About Bundi

Phases of Temple Architecture in Bundi

Architectural heritage of Bundi can be classified as:
1) Garh (Fort): Taragarh

History, Art & CultureBUNDI
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2) Garh Mahal (Royal Palace)

3) Baori (Step well)

4) Kund (Stepped tank)

5) Sagar mahal (Lake Palace)

Why is it in news?
Sir Syed Day 17th October birth 
anniversary and commemorate the contributions

About

Educationist

Muhammadan Anglo-Oriental College the first Muslim university in Southern Asia.

1857 Revolt

Social Reformer

―

Works

History, Art & CultureSIR SYED AHMED KHAN
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Aligarh Institute Gazette
Tehzib-ul Akhlaq

Avid Historian

The Aligarh Movement:
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan Aligarh Movement a systemic movement

Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental Education Congress
Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental Educational Confer

need for an autonomous Muslim institution
modernise Muslim's education

Political Ideology of Sir Syed:

Critical of the Indian National Congress:

Political Controversy:
condemned for inspiring communal divisions between Hindus and Muslims

emotionally incapable to accept the prospect that an independent 
India's Hindu-majority

Hindu culture would weaken the Perso-Arabic nature of Muslim culture

professed the incompatibility of Muslims and Hindus

rise of Indian nationalism
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Why is it in news?

Louise Gluck

History, Art & CultureNOBEL PRIZE IN LITERATURE 2020
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Why is it in news? 

Coal

Coal in India

Distribution & Key Statistics

GeographyCOAL SECTOR

Types of coal on the basis of Time period:
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oking coal, is a grade of coal that can be used to produce good-quality coke

Why does India import coal when it has enough?

Way ahead

Key government agencies include:
The Ministry of Coal:

The Coal Controller:

State governments:
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Examples

Why is it in news? 

About 

Tropical Cyclones

◊ 
◊ 
◊ 

GeographyTYPHOON MOLAVE
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Typhoon

Saffir–Simpson Hurricane Scale

Hurricane

Conditions for Formation of Tropical Cyclones

Why is it in news? 
Feni bridge connecting Sabroom in India with Ramgarh in 
Bangladesh 

Sabroom
Sabroom 
FeniRiver separates India and Bangladesh

The Bridge

NH-8

Construction

GeographyFENI BRIDGE

The only route earlier

After Bridge formation
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River Feni

Why is it in news? 

Aim of the system 

What are Flash Floods?

What causes flash floods?

GeographySOUTH ASIAN FLOOD GUIDANCE SYSTEM
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Delving deeper

About FFGS

Agencies involved

Significance OF FFGS

USAID

WMO

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

IMD
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Why is it in news? 

Sittwe Port

Kaladan Multi Modal Project

Sea-river-road route

Note:

Importance of developing alternative routes

Significance of Kaladan Project

GeographySITTWE PORT  & KALADAN PROJECT
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Kaladan River

Source
Tributary
Mouth

Rakhine State

Why is it in news? 

What is Suture?

Where is Indus Suture Zone?

Current Findings

Inference

What next?

GeographyINDUS SUTURE ZONE
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Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL)

Principle used:

Why is it in news ? 

Aim of Project

Focus

Financial Aid

Some developments in DRIP Phase- I

Significance

India and Dams

GeographyDAM REHABILITATION & IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

CHALLENGES TO DAM SAFETY

regulation of dams depended on individual dam managers only.
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Why they are in news? 

About tribe

Why is it in news? 

Geography

Why is it in news? 

The lake

GeographyCHAR DHAM NATIONAL HIGHWAY

Border Roads Organisation 

GeographyMALDHARI TRIBE

GeographyNEW CALEDONIA

GeographySAMBHAR LAKE
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Capital and largest city:

Why is it in news?

About Mount Kilimanjaro

Tanzania

GeographyKYRGYSTAN

GeographyMOUNT KILIMAJARO

Strato Volcanoes comprise ~60% of the Earth's individual volcanoes and most 
are  characterized by eruptions of andesite and dacite - lavas that are cooler 
and more  viscous than basalt.

Strato volcanoes are usually about half-half lava and pyroclastic material,  
&suffer explosive eruptions.
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Why is it in news? 

About the tunnel

Zoji La Pass

Why is it news? 

Demchok Sector

GeographyZOJI LA TUNNEL

GeographyDEMCHOK SECTOR

GeographyLIBYA
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Why is it news? 

Why is it in news? 

About Taiwan Strait

Why is it in news? 

About the pass

Why is it in news? 

About

GeographyMOUNT GIRNAR

GeographyTAIWAN STRAIT

GeographyKHARDUNGLA PASS

GeographyPEARL RIVER ESTUARY
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Pink Dolphin

IUCN Status: Endangered.

Why is it in news? 

Status of the dispute 

Reason behind this clash

Complex nature of the dispute 

Other boundary disputes in North-East

GeographyASSAM-MIZORAM BORDER
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Why is it in news? 

About

Why is itin news? 

About Chusul

Why is it in news? 

About

Why is it in news? 

About

Dams in Himachal:

GeographySADHNA PASS

GeographyCHUSHUL

GeographyANAKKAMPOYIL-MEPPADI TUNNEL 

GeographyDHAULASIDH HYDRO ELECTRIC PROJECT
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Why is it in news?

About Zombie fires
"Zombie fires burn underground they continue to burn even after surface fires 
are put out

fire from a previous growing season carbon-rich 
peat

holdover fires

Causes of the fire
temperatures warmer 

Impact of the fires on the environment
carbon sink into a carbon source  increasing 

global warming

GeographyZombie Fires
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Why in News?

Various Lie detector tests
Polygraph Test: 

Narcoanalysis: 

Brain Mapping Test or P-300 test:

Legal status in India

Issues with such tests 
Criticism of Narco-analysis test: 

Right to self-incrimination: Is it against public interest

Polity & GovernanceNARCO AND POLYGRAPH TESTS

NHRC guidelines
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In which criminal cases in recent years have these tests been used?

Conclusion 

Why is it in news? 

What is TRP?
Television Rating Points

Telecom Regulatory Authority of India 
(TRAI)

How does TRP matter? 
Financial fraud:
Spreading hate narrative:

Investment:

Right to know:

Polity & GovernanceTELEVISION RATING POINTS AND ISSUES SURROUNDING IT
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Methodology of calculating TRP 
"BAR-O-meters"

How can TRP data be rigged?

Panel Tampering and TRP:

Allegations so far: 

ratings of TV9 Bharatvarsh

under-reporting viewership of 
Doordarshan

What is BARC?
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Why is it in news? 
  Chapter proceedings Republic Editor-in-Chief Arnab Goswami.

What is Chapter Proceeding?
Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC) obtain a bond

citizen seeking good behaviour three years.
preventive action  police fear create trouble

disrupt the peace
Code of Criminal Procedure

creating nuisance paying a fine

Relevant sections 
section 111 of the CrPC

Executive Magistrate ACP-rank officer 

under section 107

Under section 110 habitual offender 

 Legal options to appeal against the notice:
section 111

Why is in it news? 
 indefinite "occupation" Shaheen 
Bagh protestors. 

Case Verdict 
right to peaceful protest against the law

SC highlighting problems caused by the protests

Democracy and dissent go hand in hand
designated places alone.

Right to Protest

Polity & GovernanceCHAPTER PROCEEDINGS

Polity & GovernanceRIGHT TO PROTEST

Reasonable Restrictions:
Article 19(2 assemble peaceably
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Why is it news? 
ammu and Kashmir administration

Mehbooba Mufti under the Public Safety Act (PSA).

Details of the case
habeas corpus petition 

past conduct" of 
"glorifying militants, brazenly inciting religion divide the people demoralising security forces

About Jammu & Kashmir Public Safety Act (PSA):

Divisional Commissioners or District Magistrates.

Period of Detention:

Can the Detention be Challenged?

Polity & GovernancePUBLIC SAFETY ACT
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The detention can be challenged in habeas corpus petitions filed before High Court under Article 226.

Concerns/Criticisms of the Act:
Human rights violations:

Global reports

Violation of rights of prisoners

Violation of natural justice

Courts role:

Role of Administration

Habeas Corpus
'to have the body of'.

examines the cause and legality of the detentio
bulwark of individual liberty against arbitrary detentio

 issued against both public authorities as well as private individuals

Why is it in news? 
 National Crime Record Bureau "Crime in India", 2019.

Findings of the report
Crimes against SCs and STs-

What constitutional safeguards are guaranteed to a detained person?

Polity & GovernanceNCRB REPORT ON CRIMES AGAINST SCHEDULED TRIBES
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increase of over 7% and 26% 

an increase of 1.6% in the registration of cases over 
2018.
Uttar Pradesh recorded the highest number of crimes

Madhya Pradesh recorded the highest number of cases 
against the STs

Crime against women-

Murder and kidnapping cases-

Why is in news? 

About general consent:

Modality of CBI investigation into state government matters: 

About National Crime Record Bureau (NCRB):
set-up in 1986 to function

crime and criminals.
Tandon 

Committee

monitoring, 
coordinating and implementing the Crime and 
Criminal Tracking Network & Systems (CCTNS) 
project

National Digital Police Portal

National Database of Sexual Offenders (NDSO)

'Online Cyber-Crime Reporting Portal.

Polity & GovernanceMAHARASHTRA GOVERNMENT VS CBI
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 Under what provision has general consent been withdrawn?

Withdrawal by various states 

Impact of withdrawal of 'general consent':

CBI's jurisdiction at the state level:

Why is it in news? 
Jammu and Kashmir Panchayati Raj Act, 1989

District Development Councils (DDC)
Ministry of Home Affairs.

new unit of governance in Jammu and Kashmir.

What are District Development Councils (DDC)?
replaces the District Planning and Development Boards

Number and Composition- 

term of the DDCs will be five years

DDCs will form five standing committees

least four "general meetings" in a year

DDCs replace the District Planning and Development Boards (DDBs) 

Polity & GovernanceDISTRICT DEVELOPMENT COUNCILS (DDC)
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Reasons for this new structure

Why is it in news? 
US House of Representatives panel bipartisan investigation

big technology companies to be broken up presumptive prohibition against 
future mergers and acquisitions by the dominant platform

Why was the House of Representatives probing big tech companies?
big spenders and trying to 

steamroll competition

 rival app on the pretence that it was not safe.

Key findings of the Panel
answers by CEOs of the big tech companies "evasive and non-

responsive".
raised fresh questions on the powers assumed by these big tech companies

big tech companies was now acting as a "gatekeeper" over a key channel 
of distribution

not only wield tremendous power abuse it by charging exorbitant fees, 
imposing oppressive contract terms extracting valuable data

Recommendation of the Panel
 "structural separations" 

companies to be broken into smaller companies

companies should be prohibited  "adjacent line of 
business".

"presumptive prohibition" 

Influence of big tech in India
tifling competition in India

antitrust probes going on against Google in India

Google's commercial flight search option

Google guilty of misuse of its dominant position in the mobile Android 
market 

 pre-install the entire Google mobile services pack 
was unfair.

 regulate the use of personal and non-personal data

Polity & GovernanceDOMINANCE OF BIG TECH COMPANIES
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Why is it in news? 
 

Details
Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, Mizoram, Karnataka, Kerala, 

Maharashtra and Meghalaya in this regard. 
 have 1.84 lakh children in care homes. This accounts for over 70% of the children in 

care homes.

Why is it in news? 
14th tranche of electoral bonds

selected branches of State Bank of India (SBI).

What are  Electoral Bonds?
Finance Bill (2017) Electoral Bond 

Scheme 2018
financial instrument for making donations

 multiples

How the Bonds are sold?
purchase for 10 days at the beginning of every quarter.

authorised branches of the State Bank of India (SBI)

Conditions to accept and redeem Electoral bonds
section 29A of the Representation of the Peoples Act, 1951

About NCPCR 

are in consonance with the rights of children 
as emphasised by the Indian Constitution as well as with the UN Convention on the Rights of the 
Child.

under two other acts, namely – Protection of 
Children from Sexual Offences (POCSO) Act, 2012, and Right to Education Act, 2009.

Hence, it is a 
statutory organisation. It consists of the following members:
Chairperson: 
Six members: 

Polity & GovernanceELECTORAL BONDS

Polity & GovernanceSC QUESTIONS TO NCPCR ON CHILDREN 'REPATRIATION’
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not bear the name of the donor.

Reasons for introducing bonds in India?

accounted for in the balance sheets without exposing the donor details
 ADR (Association of Democratic Reforms)

255th Law Commission Report on Electoral Reforms

Issues associated with the bond

government must not restrain from allowing details of such donations to be made public.
SBI being a government-owned bank

due to fear of penalisation.

could 
lead to an influx of black money scheme was designed to help big corporate 
houses donate money without their identity

removal of the limit cap of 7.5% on corporate donation

Election Commission and electoral bonds

not approve of anonymous donations
 full disclosure and transparency

Why is it in news? 
Ordnance Factory Board (OFB)

About Ordnance Factory Board (OFB)
umbrella body for the ordnance factories subordinate 

office  Ministry of Defence.
dates back over 200 years headquartered in Kolkata.

 conglomerate of 41 factories  nine training Institutes, three regional marketing centres  five 
regional controllers of safety

weapon, ammunition and supplies Indian armed forces, paramilitary 
forces police forces.

civilian and military-grade arms and ammunition, explosives, propellants and 
chemicals for missiles systems, 

Polity & GovernanceCORPORATISATION OF THE ORDNANCE FACTORY BOARD (OFB)
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Need for Corporatisation of the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB)

committees on Defence reforms recommended the 
corporatisation of OFB. T.K.A. Nair Committee, Dr. Vijay Kelkar Committee, Raman Puri Committee 

Shekatkar Committee lack of addressing the quality issues 
with serious delays

monopoly supply, quality issues, high cost of incidentals overheads, lack of 
innovation  low productivity.
Significance of Corporatisation of the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB)

conversion of the OFB into one or more 100 per cent government-owned 
entities

OFB from a government department to a public sector corporate entity

improvement of efficiency,
reducing import dependency
enhanced combat efficiency
ensuring customer satisfaction
greater penetration in defence export market

 strategic alliances with Indian and overseas companies 

Argument against Corporatisation 
Corporatisation leading to privatisation:

Unable to survive market environment for defence:

National security risk  risk to national security growth of private players
failure of the proposed OFB corporatisation

Not in sync with business models cannot be run on a commercial basis  'war 
reserve' 

Arguments for Corporatisation of the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB)
167 'transformative ideas'  first 100 

days of the Narendra Modi government's second term. 
'improving autonomy, accountability 

and efficiency in ordnance suppliers'.

Why is it news ?

Letter details 

Judges accountability 

What are the constitutional provisions?

"Proved misbehaviour or incapacity"

Polity & GovernanceJUDICIARY AND EXECUTIVE SEPARATION OF POWER
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The question of 'good behaviour’

The question of 'good behaviour’

No single definition yet on 'misbehaviour’

What is the In-House procedure?

complaints of misconduct may be filed by any person to CJI or President 
of India.

Committee will comprise three judges including a Judge of the Supreme Court and two Chief Justices of 
other High Courts

 comprise three Supreme Court judges
no separate provision to deal with complaints against the CJI.

Why the letter sets a dangerous precedent 
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Consequences of this controversy
Impacts Democratic Functioning:

Politicization of Judiciary:

Integrity of SC Judges is doubted:

Legitimacy of the institution at stake:

Khap Panchayats.
Judiciary's Grievance Redressal Mechanism tested: 

Why is it in news? 

Provisions to protect the privileges of the legislature

Are these parliamentary privileges defined under law? 

What constitutes a breach of this privilege?
Constitution has accorded special privileges

these powers and privileges are not codified
there are no clear, notified rules

Procedure followed in cases of an alleged breach

Polity & GovernanceDELHI ASSEMBLY VS FACEBOOK
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What is the punishment for this?

Why is it news? 
 Director-General of Shippin National Authority for Recycling of Ships.

Background
The Recycling of Ships Bill, 2019 setting up of a national 

authority
Hong Kong Convention for Ship Recycling

International Maritime Organization

Details 
 sustainable development of the ship recycling industry monitor the 

compliance with environmental norms
final authority for various approvals

DG Shipping will be the final authority

National Authority of Ship Recycling

India and Ship Recycling:

About the International Maritime Organization(IMO):
United Nations specialized agency

global standard-setting authority

create a level playing-field

Polity & GovernanceNATIONAL AUTHORITY OF SHIP RECYCLING (NASR)

About Hong Kong Convention for Ship Recycling:
International Maritime Organisation (IMO)  Safe 

and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships in 2009.

broad objectives
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 cover all aspects of international shipping

Why is it in news? 

Draft Protection Data Protection Bill, 2019

Terms

Provisions of the Bill
Key features of the bill

Applicability of the bill:

The Bill categorises certain personal data as sensitive personal data. This includes

Data fiduciary:

Additionally, all data fiduciaries must undertake certain transparency and accountability measures such 
as: 

Implementing security safeguards
Instituting grievance redressal mechanisms

Rights of the individual under the bill: 

Grounds for processing personal data by fiduciaries: only if 
consent is provided by the individual.

Polity & GovernanceAmazon executives depose before parliamentary panel
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Social media intermediaries: intermediaries which enable online interaction 
between users and allow for sharing of information

Data Protection Authority:

Composition of Data Protection Authority: a chairperson and six members, with at least 10 
years' expertise in the field of data protection 

Appellate Tribunal.
if explicitly 

consented to by the individual

Exemptions from the provisions of the Act: central government can exempt

In the interest of security of state, public order, sovereignty and integrity of India 

Processing of personal data is also exempted from the provisions of the Bill for certain other purposes such as:

Offences under the bill:

Sharing of non-personal data with government:

Amendments to other laws: Bill amends the Information Technology Act, 2000

Advantages of data localization 

Concerns:
privacy as a fundamental right

remove safeguards provided to an individual

any time access private data or government agency data on grounds of sovereignty or 
public order
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Why is it in news? 
 Krishna and Godavari river management boards (KRMB

Union Jal Shakti Ministry (MoJS) Apex Council Meeting.
The key takeaways from the current apex council meeting

Why is it in news? 

Who is a Star campaigner?

What is the utility? 

Polity & GovernanceMeeting of the Apex Council for Krishna and Godavari River

Entry 17 of State List 

Entry 56 of Union List 

Article 262
provide for the adjudication of any dispute or complaint 

neither the Supreme Court nor any other court shall exercise 
jurisdiction 

two laws under Article 262 – 
River Board Act, 1956 

Inter-State River Water Dispute Act (ISRWD), 1956 

Water Disputes Tribunal is constituted for the adjudication of the water dispute.
amended in 2002, one year time frame is given to setup the water disputes 

tribunal 3 year time frame to make a decision.

Polity & GovernanceSTAR CAMPAIGNER
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How much does a star campaigner cost?

Why is it in news? 

Amendments in Land Laws of Jammu & Kashmir
four major state laws

he J&K 
Development Act, 1970 The J&K Land Revenue Act, 1996 The 
Agrarian Reforms Act, 1976 The J&K Land Grants Act, 1960

"permanent resident of the State"

 outside Jammu and Kashmir
 purchase land

'strategic areas in J&K'
Army officer not below the rank of Corps Commander

Jammu and Kashmir Alienation of Land Act, 1938 The Big Landed Estates Abolition Act, 1950
repealed

 transfer of land in favour of any person who is not a 
State Subject, is prohibite

permanent resident certificate holders

Provisions regarding sale of agricultural land
"no land used for agriculture purposes shall be 

used for any non-agricultural purposes except with the permission of the District Collector"
 agricultural land to non-

agricultural uses
payment of conversion charges

Arguments given by governments for changes in land laws of Jammu & Kashmir
 integrating the 

UT with the rest of the country.
old laws were a product of an old order

 "regressive"
"either redundant or obsolete".

 providing the people of J&K a "modernised" land 
management system

Provisions for J&K Industrial Development Corporation
Industrial Development Corporation (IDC)

Polity & GovernanceOUTSIDERS CAN NOW BUY LAND IN JAMMU AND KASHMIR
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 "securing and assisting in the rapid and orderly establishment, and 

organisation of industries in industrial areas and industrial estates"
establish commercial centres

"acquire and hold" such property, both movable and immovable

Concerns in J&K with regard to the changes in the land laws
 government's reassurances on the land laws

"bizarre attempt to distort facts, weave lies and mislead people"

agenda of effecting demographic change  
disempower the people of Jammu and Kashmir.
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About ASER Survey

How is the survey conducted?

Findings of the ASER, 2020 
1.  Access to textbooks

2. ̀ Enrolment

3.  Enrolment in Government schools

 4.  Smartphones related

5.  Family education

6.  Learning activities

Welfare and SchemesAnnual State of Education Report (ASER) 2020
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7. Proliferation of smart phones

8.  Inherited disadvantages 

9.  Lack of structured learning

CELEBRATION

DECADE OF HEALTHY AGEING (2020-2030)
LAUNCH:
AIM:
MECHANISM:

OPPORTUNITY
improve the lives of older people

INTER SECTORAL CO-ORDINATION  inter-sectoral coordination

ENGAGEMENT multi-
sectoral engagement  healthy aging
DELIBERATION : Discussions/workshops/webinars

LASI
Longitudinal Aging Study in India best practices for elder 

care
study on older adults

national and state level programs

Various Problems Faced by Elderly People:
Social:

Economic:
Care work and care jobs for the future of decent work

Healthcare:

Psychological:

Technological:

Security:

Welfare and SchemesELDERLY WELFARE
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Government Initiatives for Elderly People:
The Maintenance and Welfare of Parents and Senior Citizens Act 2007

Integrated Program for Older People (IPOP):

National Council of Senior Citizens (NCSrC):

Pension schemes:

Rashtriya Vayoshri Yojana:

Vayoshreshtha Sammans:

Reverse mortgage scheme

Why is it in the news? 
Ambedkar Social Innovation and Incubation Mission(ASIIM) under 

Venture Capital Fund for SCs

What is ASIIM ?

Venture Capital Fund for SCs:

Why is it in news?
Ministry of AYUSH operational integration AYUSH GRID Project National 

Digital Health Mission

About AYUSH GRID Project
Ministry of AYUSH in 2018 comprehensive IT backbone 

digitalization of the entire AYUSH Sector.
connecting all hospitals and laboratories

Welfare and SchemesAmbedkar Social Innovation and Incubation Mission

Welfare and SchemesAYUSH GRID Project
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Why is it in news? 

STARS Project

.

Major components of the STARS
At the national level, the project envisages the following interventions which will benefit all states and UTs

At the State level, the project envisages: 

Reform initiatives under STARS

About the Ayushman Sahakar Scheme

Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare

Significance of the scheme

Financing the scheme

Welfare and SchemesSTARS PROJECT

Welfare and SchemesAyushman Sahakar Scheme
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Why is it in news? 

About the scheme

Digital Seva Setu under Bharat Net Project

Why is it in news?

What is the scheme about?

What is the significance of the scheme?

Modalities of the scheme

Why is it in news? 

About Jal Jeevan Mission
'Margdarshika'

Paani Samitis

Welfare and SchemesDigital Seva Setu

Welfare and SchemesPM SVANidhi scheme

Welfare and SchemesJal Jeevan Mission
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tap water connection to every rural home by 
2024

special package worth Rs. 520 crore
Deendayal Antyodaya Yojana-National 

Rural Livelihood Mission

Details of the package 

About NRLM

Key Features
Universal Social Mobilisation

Participatory Identification of Poor (PIP)

Community Funds as Resources in Perpetuity 

Financial Inclusion

Livelihoods

Why is it in news?

About Rashtriya Kamdhenu Aayog (RKA)

Welfare and SchemesDAY-NRLM Special Package for J&K and Ladakh

Welfare and SchemesRashtriya Kamdhenu Aayog
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Why is it in news? 

About the  Scheme
Launched by the 

The schemes aims 

Why is it in news?

About the campaign

Welfare and SchemesAyushman Sahakar Scheme

National Cooperative Development Corporation (NCDC)
NCDC: 

Welfare and SchemesKAPILA Campaign

National Intellectual Property Rights policy 2016
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Why is it in news?
Union Minister for Health and Family Welfare "Thalassemia Bal Sewa 

Yojna" next two years from 2020.

About the Scheme:
Coal India CSR funded Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation (HSCT) program 

one-time cure opportunity Thalassaemia and Sickle 
Cell Disease

HSCT 

Why is it in news?

About the scheme

Why is it in news? 

Why need such a scheme?

Welfare and SchemesThalassemia Bal Sewa Yojna

What is Thalassaemia?
genetic (inherited ) blood disorder

two major types of thalassemia alpha and beta

Burden of Thalassemia in India:

Sickle Cell Disease:

C-shaped farm tool called a "sickle".

World Sickle Cell Day 2020

every year on 19th June.

Welfare and SchemesKisan Suryoday Yojana

Welfare and SchemesVivad se Vishwas scheme
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About the scheme

Why is it in news

About SVAMITVA

Significance of the scheme

Various benefits

Welfare and SchemesSVAMITVA Scheme
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Why is it in news? 

About the Ranking

7 Focus areas

2 Categories:

Category Y:

Category X:

Objective:

States Startup Ranking 2019:

Category Y:

Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT)

Role and Functions of DPIIT

Ranking of States on Support to Startup Ecosystems ECONOMY
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Why is it in news? 

Ease of Doing Business (EODB)

Business Reform Action Plan (BRAP):

Objective

Industrial Policies

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI)

Intellectual Property Rights

Programmes and Schemes of DPIIT

Ease of doing Business Rankings of the States ECONOMY
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Why is it in news?

Details

₹
₹

Current State of Indian Economy:

Monetisation of the Deficit:

How have the modes evolved?

What are the disadvantages of Direct Monetisation which lead to its discontinuation?
High Inflation: 
Reduces incentive for efficient Spending: 

Promotes Populism:

Past Lessons:

Rupee Depreciation:

Lowers Investor Confidence:

Pandemic may force the government to borrow more ECONOMY
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OMO vs Direct Monetisation

In sum, monetisation has few advantages but it carries a large cost in credibility.

Why is it in news? 

More Details:

Factors of GDP Contraction:

Implications

GDP Contracted by 23.9% in First Quarter ECONOMY
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Why  is it in news? 

About Essential Commodity Act-1955

How ECA works?

Provisions of the amendment

Objective

Why these amendments are needed?

Essential Commodities (Amendment) Bill, 2020 ECONOMY
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How the new amendments going to benefit?

Concerns 
Excessive centralization :

Inflation

Why is it in news? 

Details of the changes 

Import Export Code

Reasons for Government Decision

Remission of Duties or Taxes on Export Product (RoDTEP)

Merchandise Exports from India Scheme (MEIS)

Capping of MEIS Scheme Benefits ECONOMY
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Concerns expressed
Lack of data

The Federation of Indian Export Organisations (FIEO)  criticism

Unpredictable policy:

Why is it in news? 

How does it benefit ? 

Reasons for DFIs to Funding Infrastructure
1. Industrial growth: 

2. Encouraging entrepreneurs: 

3. Balanced regional development: 

4. Filling gaps: 

5. Helps policies implementation:

6. Enhance Foreign Trade: 

Types of DFI

Either it should be promoted by the government

Development Bank as a source of Infrastructure Funding ECONOMY
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Issues involved with such type of set up 

Private sector character with the government restricting its holding to 49%

Why is it in news? 

Measures Announced by RBI
Special Open Market Operations:

Statutory liquidity ratio securities:

Term Repo Operations: ₹

Other Liquidity Measures by RBI
Standing Liquidity Facilities:

Marginal Standing Facility:

Repurchase Agreement (Repo):

Reverse Repo:

Development Finance Institution

It strikes a balance between commercial operational norms as followed by commercial banks on the one hand, and 
developmental responsibilities on the other.

 DFIs are not just plain lenders like commercial banks but they act as companions in the development of significant sectors of 
the economy.

Classification of development Financial Institutions:

 Sector specific financial institutions: These financial Institutions focusses on a particular sector to provide project finance. 
Ex: NHB is solely related to Housing projects, EXIM bank is oriented towards import export operations.

 Investment Institutions: These are specialized in providing services designed to facilitate business operations, such as 
capital expenditure financing and equity offerings, including initial public offerings (IPOs). Ex: LIC, GIC and UTI.

EASING OF LIQUIDITY ECONOMY
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Liquidity Adjustment Facility:

Why is it in news? 

₹ ₹

About Fiscal Deficit

ǁ

Future Challenges
Revenue Shortfall due to Pandemic

Failure to meet the disinvestment target envisaged
More Stimulus may be needed

Implications of Fiscal Deficit
Debt Trap:

Inflation:

Foreign dependence:

Financing a Deficit

Measures need to be taken to manage fiscal deficit 

FISCAL DEFICIT ECONOMY
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Why is it in news?

CAG observations

Impact of it

CESS 
About CESS

CESS levied by Government

Role of CESS

DIVERSION OF CESS OF GST ECONOMY
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Process of Cess collection and compensation

Legal Requirement

1.  The Farmers' Produce Trade and Commerce (Promotion and Facilitation) Bill, 2020 Main provisions –

Questions remain 

Clarification by the government

2.  The Farmers (Empowerment and Protection) Agreement of Price Assurance and Farm Services Bill, 2020 
Main provisions –

Questions remain 

FARM BILLS ECONOMY
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Clarification  from the government 

3. The Essential Commodities (Amendment) Bill, 2020 About Essential Commodity Act-1955

Provisions of the amendment
Regulation of food items:

Stock limit: 
A stock limit may be imposed only if there is:

Objective

Other Criticism

Why is it news? 

Objective of BharatNet
to provide connectivity to 2.5 lakh Gram Panchayats

highly scalable network infrastructure accessible on a non-discriminatory basis

 realize the vision of Digital India, in partnership with States and the private sector.

BharatNet ECONOMY
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Implementation of the project

Benefits

Why is it in news?
launched Rs 20,050 crore- Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana (PMMSY) to boost 

production and exports

Objective of the Scheme
aims at augmenting fish production and productivity at a sustained average annual growth rate of about 

9%
scheme will also help improve the availability of certified quality fish seed and feed, traceability

Creation of critical infrastructure including modernisation and strengthening of value chain

 total investment will comprise of Centre’s share of Rs 9,407 crore, states’ share of Rs 4,880 crore and 
beneficiaries’ share of Rs 5,763 crore.

implemented between FY21 to FY25 direct employment of 15 
lakh

 accidental insurance of fishers should be enhanced from Rs 2 lakh to Rs 5 lakh

Implementation
 PMMSY will be implemented with two separate components Central Sector Scheme

 Centrally Sponsored Scheme
project approved under the Centrally Sponsored Scheme, the beneficiary will have to invest 60%

SC/ST/woman beneficiary, the government’s grant will be 60%.
Fish markets —both wholesale and retail

 42% of the total estimated investment of the PMMSY is earmarked for creation and upgradation

Focus areas include Fishing Harbours and Landing Centers, Post-harvest and Cold Chain Infrastructure, 
Fish Markets and Marketing Infrastructur

scheme plans to reduce post-harvest losses from the present high of 25% to about 10% by

FISHERY SECTOR ECONOMY
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Swath Sagar plan, activities envisaged with a view to modernize the fisheries sector include 
promotion of Bio-toilets

Other Government Steps
Creation of a separate Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying in the Union Government

new and dedicated Department of Fisheries with independent administrative
Implementation of the Centrally Sponsored Scheme on Blue Revolution: Integrated Development and 
Management of Fisheries
Creation of Fisheries and Aquaculture Infrastructure Development Fund (FIDF) during 2018-19 with a 
fund size of Rs. 7,522.48 crore.

Marine Products Export Development Authority (MPEDA) provides financial assistance

 introduction of cage culture in reservoirs and other open water bodies increase in output

Regular stocking of reservoirs and other water bodies has resulte

Fisheries Sector in India
 average annual growth of over 14.8 percent

exports worth more than 47,000 crore rupees

USA is the largest market for Indian seafood products 

Importance of Fishery Sector
 important sector 

provides nutritional security to the food basket, contributing to the agricultural exports engaging 

diverse resources ranging from deep seas to lakes in the mountains and more than 10% of the global 
biodiversity in terms of fish and shellfish species, the country has shown continuous and 

Arrests migration of people from rural to urban
Produces food near consumer centre in rural are

Challenges

Due to the lack of training, the quality of fish feed
Most important challenge faced by every fisherman is boundary problems. Without latest equipment
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Steps Taken By the Government
raise fishery exports to Rs 1 lakh crore by FY25 recent Budget (2020-21)

through 3477 Sagar Mitras and 500 Fish (Fish 
FPOs)

constituted an independent Ministry for Fisheries

Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana
aims to make India a hotspot for fish and aquatic products

bring all fishermen under farmer welfare programs.
under the newly established department of fisheries

target of 15 million tonnes by 2020
20 million tonnes by 2020 to 2023.

Blue Revolution 2.0/ Neel Kranti Mission
development and management of the fisheries sector in India

National Fisheries Development Board (NFDB)
2006 as an autonomous organization

enhance fish production and productivity
Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry and Dairying.

achieve economic prosperity of fishers

Initiative Taken under the MGNREGA scheme
develop the farm ponds

Why is it in news? 

₹

About Government of India Securities(G-Sec)

Developments in the G-Sec Market

MUNDRA PORT ECONOMY

SELLING OF G-SECS ECONOMY
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Types of G-Sec
Treasury Bills (T-bills):

Cash Management Bills (CMBs):

Dated Government Securities:

Types of dated instruments
Fixed Rate Bonds :

Floating Rate Bonds :

Zero Coupon Bonds :
Capital Indexed Bonds :

Bonds with Call or Put Options:

Special Securities:

STRIPS (Separate Trading of Registered Interest and Principal of Securities) :

State Development Loans (SDLs):

How are G-Secs issued?

Types of Auctions

Investors may bid under following categories:
Competitive Bidding:

Non-Competitive Bidding:
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Major players in the G- Sec market

Role of Clearing Corporation of India Limited (CCIL)

Doorstep Banking Services by PSBs

Performance of PSB on Enhanced Access and Service Excellence 2.0 Index

Why is it in news?

BACKGROUND:

DOORSTEP BANKING SERVICES ECONOMY

EASE 2.0 INDEX RESULTS ECONOMY

MSP FOR FARMERS ECONOMY
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Public Distribution System (PDS)

Commission for Agricultural Costs & Prices (CACP)

What is Minimum Support Price (MSP)?

Who announces MSP?

Determination of Minimum Support Price

The next step in the process
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Why MSP is important?

MSP and implications  
Short term measure:

Complications:

Inflation:

Non- uniformity :

Price discovery:

Unequal access to MSPs:

Disadvantages of procurement:

Excess storage:

Issues in WTO:

Recent Government measures

MSP and the new Law
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Why is it in news?

ABOUT natural gas   

Issues with previous policy 
with a view to make investment 

easier focusing on ease of doing business. 

 But, there were restrictions on 
marketing including a ban on affiliates of producers buying the fuel and in some cases, a state nominee 
being mandated to offtake the gas

REFORMS IN NATURAL GAS MARKETING ECONOMY
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Key-highlights of the Policy

Significance of the Reforms

by encouraging investments in the domestic 
production of natural gas and reducing import dependence

to be another milestone 

creating employment opportunities
downstream industries such as City Gas 

Distribution and related industries.

Why is it news ?

ABOUT the programme
Bharatmala Pariyojana is an umbrella program

Objectives: 

Effective measures:

Features: 

Present Status

BHARATMALA PARIYOJANA ECONOMY
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Features of the Scheme

Bharatmala project category
Economic Corridor:

Feeder Route or Inter Corridor:

Border Road and International Connectivity:

Port Connectivity and Coastal Road:

Balance NHDP Works:

Significance of the project

Why is it in news? 

ABOUT INDIA ENERGY MODELLING FORUM

NITI AAYOG ANNOUNCES GOVERNING STRUCTURE OF INDIA ENERGY MODELLING FORUM
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What are Energy Modelling Forums (EMF)?

Governing structure of the Forum

Why is it in news? 

 About the prize

What is auction theory?

Why is it in news? 

What made Bangladesh’s economy  is growing ?

THE PRIZE IN ECONOMIC SCIENCE ECONOMY

BANGLADESH’S ECONOMIC RISE & ITS IMPLICATIONS ON INDIA ECONOMY
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Digitisation: 

Successful manufacturing industry:

Has this ever happened earlier?

Is India expected to regain the lead again?

What are the regional implications of Bangladesh’s economic success?
Altering the south Asian economic prospects:

Changing global priorities:

Economic integration:

New geo-politics of the Indo-Pacific:

A boost to India’s plans:

Impetus to India’s Act East Policy:

BACKGROUND

POTHOLES ON THE DIGITAL PAYMENT SUPERHIGHWAY ECONOMY
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Merchant Discount Rate (MDR)

Revised rates

Benefits 

Criticism of such decision 

Government and RBI Role

NPCI
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What can be done ?

About “Regulatory Sandbox”

Its inception
egulatory sandbox or innovation hub for fintech firms was mooted by a committee headed 

by then RBI executive director Sudarshan Sen
help firms experiment with 

fintech solutions, where the consequences of failure can be contained and reasons for failure analysed
it might be authorised and brought to the broader 

market more quickly

What is the new framework?
“Regulatory Sandbox”

Other propositions
IFSCA has proposed the creation of an 

“Innovation Sandbox”

Market Infrastructure Institutions (MIIs) 

MIIs operating within the IFSC

IFSCA RELEASES FRAMEWORK FOR REGULATORY SANDBOX ECONOMY
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Why it in news ? 

ABOUT THE PROJECT 

About IFSCA
ffi

About Gujarat International Finance Tec-City (GIFT City)?

Seaplanes operational in other countries

st INDIA’S FIRST SEAPLANE SERVICE TO BEGIN 31 OCT ECONOMY
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International RelationsPAKISTAN ON FATF GREY LIST
Why is it in the news ?

Background

Other countries stand

What is FATF
inter-governmental body that is now in its 

30th year, working to ―set standards and promote effective 
implementation of legal, regulatory and operational 
measures for combating money laundering, terrorist 
financin

ǁ

European Commission and the Gulf 
Cooperation Council. 
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What is "Grey List" and "Black list"?

What are the implications of placing a country under grey list?

Why FATF action matters?

Why is it in news? 

International RelationsBasic Exchange and Cooperation Agreement

Industrial Security Annex (ISA)

ISA would ―facilitate collaboration between our defense industries by supporting the secure transfer of key 
information and technolog ǁ
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Context

Summit Highlights

USISPF

Why is it in news? 

Chinese complaints 

'One-China principle'

 'One-China principle'

India-Taiwan relations Current Status

Recent Development

International RelationsUS-India Strategic Partnership Forum (USISPF)

International RelationsTAIWAN ISSUE
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Area of consensus

Taiwan interests in the region 

Strengthening relations 
Cultural relations

Economic relations

Why is it in news? 

Demand of the protestors:

Tough lèse-majesté laws

International RelationsPRO-DEMOCRACY PROTESTS IN THAILAND
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Thai monarchy

.

India and Thailand relations Background

Geographic location

Areas of consensus

Cultural relations

Security and defense relations

Economic relations
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Infrastructure to boost cooperation

Securing mutual interest is the best way ahead

Why is it in news? 

Malabar Exercise

Other  notable Defence Exercises

Significance of Australia's inclusion

International RelationsRelation between AUSTRALIA and  INDIA
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India-Australia relations Historical background

Areas of cooperation

Security cooperation

Nuclear cooperation

People-to-people ties

Economic relations

The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons Non-Proliferation Treaty
to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and weapons 

technology, 

India, Israel, Pakistan and South Sudan
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Way Forward

Why is it in news? 
 Australia would join the Malabar 2020 naval exercise

More on the News:
increase cooperation with other countries in the maritime security domain

participants of Exercise Malabar 2020 were engaging to enhance safety and 
security in the maritime domain

Australia and Exercise Malabar :

quadrilateral military alliance"

About Exercise Malabar:
 trilateral naval exercise United States, Japan and India

It began as a bilateral naval exercise between India and the USA in 1992

What is QUAD Grouping?

Concerns of China

International RelationsMALABAR EXERCISEMALABAR EXERCISE
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Why is it in news? 
agreement for $400 million

Details of the agreement
Greater Male Connectivity 

Project (GMCP)

 Line of Credit is not a grant but a 'soft loan'

About the project: 
connecting Male with 

Gulhifalhu Port and Thilafushi industrial zone

400 million dollar Line of Credit

Context

Key Takeaways

India-Myanmar's Relations

Importance of Myanmar 

International RelationsGREATER MALE CONNECTIVITY PROJECT (GMCP)

International RelationsINDIA-MYANMAR RELATIONSHIP
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Measures taken to improve ties

Challenges in India-Myanmar relations

Strengths of India-Myanmar relations

Way forward
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Why is it in news? 

Key Highlights:

Connect Central Asia Policy

The policy outlined the following important points:

Central Asian University in Bishkek.
Central Asian e-network

Importance of Central Asia for India
Strategic Importance: 

Energy security: 

Economic benefits: 

Cultural importance: 

SCO: 

International RelationsCENTRAL ASIAN DIALOGUE
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Challenges in India and Central Asia Relations
Terrorism:

Projects delayed by India

Access to China

Russia's side:

Why is it in news?

Steps towards Normalization

Rocky Relations

Changing Times

International RelationsSUDAN AND ISRAEL TO NORMALISE RELATIONS
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Why is it in news? 

Shri Apurva Chandra
 Chairperson of the Governing Body of the ILO.

Key Points

which meets once a year in June, in 
Geneva, Switzerland.

Importance of this chair for India
removing the rigidities of 

the labour market.
social security to all workers 

 wages, industrial relations, social security and occupational safety, health and working 
conditions are expected to improve ease of doing business and safeguard the interest of workers.

About ILO

The functions of the ILO are:
 to protect and improve working conditions 

and standards of living.
Provide technical assistance in social policy and administration and workforce training.

social problems of international competition, 
unemployment and underemployment, labour and industrial relations, and technological change 
(including automation).

Three main bodies of ILO

 It takes decisions on 
ILO policy, establishes the programme and the budget, which it then submits to the Conference for adoption.

India has ratified six out of the eight-core/fundamental ILO conventions. These conventions are:
Forced Labour Convention (No. 29)
Abolition of Forced Labour Convention (No.105)
Equal Remuneration Convention (No.100)
Discrimination (Employment Occupation) Convention (No.111)
Minimum Age Convention (No.138)

International RelationsCHAIR OF ILO GOVERNING BODY
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Worst forms of Child Labour Convention (No.182)
 not ratified the two core/fundamental conventions, namely Freedom of Association and Protection 

of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87) and Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining 
Convention, 1949 (No. 98).

Why is it in news? 

Background

following bouts of violence in the 1980s 
over the issue of independence between the islands' 
indigenous Kanak people and descendants of 
European settlers.

 is allowed up to 
three referendums on independence. A third referendum can take place by 2022, if requested by a third of 
the local assembly.
New Caledonia has large deposits of nickel, a vit

large degree of autonomy but depends heavily on France for matters like defence and education 
and still receives large subsidies from Paris.

 UN's 17 "non-self governing territories

France first claimed the islands,

Ethnicity
Kanaks represent around 39% of the population  Europeans,  
make up about 27%.

mixed heritage, or prefer simply to identify as 
"Caledonian".

 one of the region's highest average 
incomes per capita, New Caledonia is rich in resources  10% of the world's nickel 
reserve.

Key Points
 South-Pacific archipelago

1988 peace deal between the factions Noumea Agreement

 latest independence referendum is New Caledonia's second with the first one in 2018. 
 most recent referendum, 56.4 percent of the voters during the 2018 referendum 

did not wish for independence.

Why is it in news? 

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
specialized agency of the United Nations 

Goal: 

International RelationsREFERENDUM IN NEW CALEDONIA

International RelationsFOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION (FAO)
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Budget: 

Codex Alimentarius Commission 

International Plant Protection Convention 

Why is it in news? 

UNAOC

Why is it in news? 

Non-Aligned Movement (NAM)

The ten principles of Bandung conference

International RelationsUnited Nations Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC)

International Relations65th Anniversary of Bandung Conference: NAM

Bandung Conference
Asian–African Conference

Aim: 
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Why is it news? 

About United Nations Human Rights Council
to promote and protect human rights around the world.

three-year terms 

replace the UN Commission on 
Human Rights 

Membership

Why is it in news? 

The story so far

Central Asia's only democracy

International RelationsPAKISTAN RE-ELECTED TO THE UNHRC

International RelationsPROTESTS TO COUP: KYRGYZSTAN
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Why is Kyrgyzstan important?

Where do the protests leave Russia?

Why is it in news? 

What is Blue Dot Network?

Difference between BRI and Blue Dot

What is the significance of joining it?

Quality assured: 
G-20 principles for Quality Infrastructure Investment
G7 Charlevoix Commitment on Innovative Financing for Development
Equator Principles

International RelationsINDIA INVITED TO JOIN THE BLUE DOT NETWORK
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Why is it in news? 

About New Start Treaty:

Why is it in news? 
a Green 

Strategic Partnership. 

About:
Green Strategic Partnership for the first time with Denmark

cooperation within the political field

What is the Green Strategic Partnership?
political cooperation expand economic relations green 

growth create jobs strengthen cooperation global challenges 
Paris Agreement UN Sustainable Development Goals.

Key Highlights :
Energy and Climate Change-

Environment/Water and Circular Economy-
Government-to-

Government cooperation environment/water and circular economy. 

Ministry of Jal Shakti and the Danish Environmental Protection Agency and the Danish Ministry of 
Environment and Food Work Plan

Sustainable Urban Development including Smart Cities-
sustainable urban development, including in smart 

cities
City-to-City Udaipur and Aarhus and 

Tumakuru and Aalborg

Business, Trade and Shipping-

on green climate-friendly technologies.

International RelationsEXTENDING NEW START TREATY

International RelationsINDIA-DENMARK GREEN STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
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cooperation on maritime affairs potential for enhancing 
cooperation shipbuilding and design

Science, Technology, Innovation and Digitization-
investments in science, technology 

nnovation (STI) public-private partnerships

digitization digital solutions and business models
development, innovation demonstration

support green sustainable growth.

Food and Agriculture-
authorities, businesses and 

research institutions

Health and Life Science-

 health policy issues,
epidemics and vaccines,

life science sector, including research collaborations.

Cultural Cooperation, People-to-People contacts and Labour Mobility-

 long-standing people-to-people 

labour mobility, ease of travel between the 
two countries people-to-people interaction

Multilateral Cooperation-

challenges on energy and climate change International Energy Agency, the 
International Renewable Energy Agency and the International Solar Alliance.

multilateral trading 
system under the WTO 

mutually beneficial Trade and 
Investment Agreement between EU deepen the EU-India ties.

Arctic Council in the area of 
climate change

Significance:
India-Denmark relations approach towards global 

challenges
economic relation green growth

future of Kim Davy, blacklisted Denmark

Why is it in news? 

CEPI Global network

International RelationsCoalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI)  
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IndCEPI mission

Details about CEPI

2020 Nobel  World Food Programme United Nations

Why is it in news? 

About SIAA
SIAA: 
Significance: 
Which initiatives it supports? 

International RelationsWORLD FOOD PROGRAMME

Headquarters: 

Globally, WFP functions in more than 83 countries including India, reaching 86.7 million 
people.
Aim: 

Funding: 

International RelationsKashmir to host the 50th annual Skal International Asia Area
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Why is it in news? 
second assembly of the International Solar Alliance (ISA) hosted by the Ministry of New and 

Renewable Energy

International Solar Alliance (ISA):
treaty based inter-governmental organization

2015.

 – Gurgaon, India.

USD 1000 billion by 2030. 

ISA's ongoing programmes:

Objective:

Why is it in news? 

About G-20
G-20 Anti-Corruption Working Group:
Objective

G20: 

Origin: 

Members: 

G20 Summit,2020: Theme:

International RelationsSecond Assembly of International Solar Alliance

International RelationsG-20 ANTI-CORRUPTION WORKING GROUP
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Why is it in news?

About Fly Ash 

Applications for Fly Ash
cement-based products

Portland cement concrete pavement or PCC 
Road construction projects 

embankment and mine fill

Benefits
cost-effective substitute 

environmentally friendly material 

less water than Portland cement 

Issues with fly ash 
may not be familiar with fly ash products

face resistance from traditional builders 

Environmental Concerns Associated with Fly Ash

Steps taken by the government

EcologyFLY ASH
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Why is it in news?
carbon net- zero by 2060

What has China announced?

Why is net-zero an important target?

Paris Agreement target of keeping global 
temperatures from rising beyond 2°C compared to pre-industrial times.

How significant is China's commitment?
largest emitter of greenhouse gases

European Union 

the Big Four — China, the US, the European Union and India 

South Africa 
United States

What is India's commitment?

What are the implications of China's commitment for India?

EcologyCHINA'S CLIMATE COMMITMENT

Fig: Greenhouse gas emission
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Why is it in news?

What is the 'Pusa Decomposer'?
fungi-based 

What was the need?
five-fold increase in the number of farm fires 

moderate to the poor category in the Air 
Quality Index.

How does the decomposer work?

What are net-zero Target and its relevance?

climate neutrality" by 2050.
 net-zero emissions

emissions land or forest sinks would absorb 
Net-zero country's emissions absorptions removal of 
greenhouse gases

carbon sinks orests,
carbon capture  storage.

2050
Paris Agreemen

What is Paris Deal?
combat climate change and to reduce,

Aims- 

EcologyPUSA DECOMPOSER 
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Why is it in news? 

What are corals? 

Where are these corals in Mumbai?

How are corals translocated?

Stubble burning 
What is the environmental impact?

What were the previous actions?

EcologyTRANSLOCATION OF CORALS IN MUMBAI
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Fig.1 Global map of population-weighted annual average PM2.5 concentrations in 2019.

How fast do corals grow?

Factors which determine the survival 
rate of translocated corals

Why are coral reefs important?

support marine life
 food 

security and livelihoods
act as 'wave breaks' minimize the impact of sea erosion.

Schedule I of the Wildlife Protection 
Act (WPA), 1972.

What poses a threat to coral reefs?

Why is it in news?

Key Findings

EcologySTATE OF GLOBAL AIR 2020:HEI
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Major Pollutants

Air pollution in India

Sources of Air Pollution in India

Measure taken

What can be done to advocate better air quality?

 Fig 2: Change in population-weighted annual average PM2.5 Exposure
in the 20 most populous countries, 2010-2019.
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Why is it in news?

What is the issue?

Kaleshwaram Multipurpose Lift Irrigation Project

Why is it in new?

Madras High Court (HC) verdict

EcologyENVIRONMENTAL CLEARANCE

About NGT
Act of the 

Parliament of India which enables creation of a 
special tribunal to handle the expeditious disposal 
of the cases pertaining to environmental issues.

constitutional provision of (Constitution of India/Part III) Article 21 
Protection of life and personal liberty

Power: all civil cases 

not been Wildlife (Protection) 
Act, 1972, the Indian Forest Act, 1927 

Principles of Justice adopted by NGT: 
guided by principles of natural justice not bound by the 

rules of evidence 

EcologyRIGHT OF PASSAGE OF THE ANIMALS
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Project Elephant

Supreme Court order

Mudumalai National Park 

Why is it in news?

Issues with EPCA

EcologyCOMMISSION FOR AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT
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Ordinance will be applicable

Duty of the commission 

Special powers

Composition of commission

New commission and states
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Criticism

Lack of diversity in representation: 

Challenges ahead

Way forward

Why we need alternative economic sytems?

What is Circular Bioeconomy?

A new framework- Circular Bioeconomy

EcologyCircular Bioeconomy
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Biological resources are central to a circular bioeconomy

materials

About it:
also called ounce

 countries of Central Asia.

five states of Jammu and 
Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Sikkim 
and Arunachal Pradesh.

not aggressive toward 
humans.

National Heritage Animal of Pakistan and 
Afghanistan.

Vulnerable

Conservation efforts in India and the world:
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) focuses on reducing 
human-leopard conflict and rural development,

supports mobile anti-poaching activities.
TRAFFIC

Third Pole Geo Lab, an interactive web-based tool and database 

Conservation and Adaptation in Asia's High Mountain Landscapes and 
Communities project 

Snow Leopard Trust 

India Project Snow Leopard:
launched in 2009 

Nature Conservation Foundation (NCF) involves government and non-
governmental stakeholders from the states.

strategy document 

five range states identify one landscape 
identify multiple 'cores' where human use will be minimized, 

representation from the village cluster-level up to a steering committee at the 
central-level

EcologyProject Snow leopard 
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What are these crackers?
chemical formulation that produces water molecules, 

Benefits:

Components of crackers and their harmful effects
A Fuel

An oxidising agent

A reducing agent:

Regulating agents

Binders
Colouring agents

Colours that Hurt Most
Red: 
Green :
Purple: 

EcologyGreen Crackers 

CSIR and Green crackers 
barium nitrate

SWAS and STAR

SAFAL
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Why is it in news?

About the bill?

seeks to replace The Insecticides Act, 1968

impact the Centre's 
goal of doubling farmers' income by 2022

Key provisions of the bill
regulate the business of pesticides and compensate farmers

empower farmers by providing them with all the information about the strength and weakness of 
pesticides

provision for compensations

promote organic pesticides.

Major issues with the Bill:
not allow the manufacture and export of pesticides not registered

does not reflect the government's repeated emphasis doubling farmer's income by 2022. 
Ashok Dalwai Committee promote domestic and 

indigenous industries missing from PMB, 2020.

Why is it in news?

About the report

EcologyPesticides Management Bill (PMB), 2020

Insecticides Act, 1968:

EcologyINDIA- WORLD'S HIGHEST SULPHUR DIOXIDE PRODUCER
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What is So2?

used as a food preservative

form 
acid rain.

primary reason for India's high emission output

Efforts by India to reduce SO2 emissions:

main SO2 hotspots in 
India Singrauli in Madhya Pradesh (5th position in the world),

Why is it in news?

Key Highlights of the UN Summit on Biodiversity

"Urgent Action on Biodiversity for Sustainable Development."

EcologyUN Biodiversity Summit 

Convention on Biological Diversity

29 December 1993
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Biodiversity conservation in India
12 mega-biodiversity centres

in-situ conservation of biodiversity
13 Biosphere Reserves

Project Tiger 1973. 

party to CITES

Some policy and legal frameworks are:

Major threats to biodiversity

Escalating Human Population: 

Habitat Destruction (Deforestation) and Fragmentation: I

Overuse of Natural Resources: 

3 main objectives

biodiversity at all levels

governing body is the Conference of the Parties (COP).
meets every two years to review progress

Aichi Targets
five strategic goals 20 ambitious targets

Nagoya conference.

International Day for Biological Diversity
May 22

'Our solutions are in nature'.
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Impact of Non-native/Exotic Species: 

Climate change 

Natural calamities 

How threats on biological diversity can be addressed?
Climate change:

Deforestation and habitat loss:
companies and corporations can adopt best practices

unsustainable manufacturing methods
Individuals 

stronger, scientific forest protection laws

Overexploitation:
poaching and overfishing,

actively enforce rules against such practices

Invasive species
prevent introduction of invasive 

species

Pollution:

 CONCLUSION
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Why is it in news?
Union Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate Change (MoEFCC) eight Indian beaches

Blue Flag' Certification International Coastal Clean-Up Day.

About the recent decision 

eminent 
environmentalists & scientists.

BEAMS

EcologyBlue Flag' Certification

About Integrated Coastal Zone Management (ICZM) project:

Blue Flag Beaches
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Global Counter Terrorism Forum (GCTF) is an initiative to stop terrorist travel launched on UN General 
Assembly sidelines.
About:

Terrorist Travel Initiative:

Purpose:

Document:

Objective:
Currently

Other Initiatives taken by GCTF:
New initiative for Counter Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) Threats:

Purpose:

Global Counter-Terrorism Forum

Member Countries:
Mission:

Why is it in news? 
BrahMos supersonic cruise missile

About the naval version

About BrahMos supersonic cruise missile
 joint venture  Defence Research and Development Organisation of India (DRDO)

Brahmaputra and Moskva.
two-stage solid propellant engine first stage iquid ramjet second) 

300 km.
Indian armed forces in 

2005
 Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR)

Features of the missile 
tealth technology guidance system advanced embedded software

Indian propulsion system, airframe, ower supply,

multiplatform land, air, and sea and multi capability missile
pinpoint accuracy both day and night 

SecurityGLOBAL COUNTER TERRORISM COUNCIL

SecurityBRAHMOS MISSILES
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"Fire and Forgets"
 Su-30 MKI fighter aircraf

Mach 2.8

Significance of the missile
pinpoint strikes on terror camps located deep 

inside enemy territory

BrahMos missiles, which have 
"steep dive, trajectory manoeuver, and top-attack capabilities"

indigenous booster and other indigenous 
components Atmanirbhar Bharat pledge

Why is in the news?
Exercise Bongosagar Northern Bay of Bengal.

About Exercise Bongosagar
 annual bilateral maritime Indian Navy and Bangladesh Navy.

developing inter-operability and joint operational skills

INS Kiltan and INS Khukri BNS Abu Bakr and 
BNS Prottoy.

assumes greater significance Mujib 
Barsho 0th birth anniversary of Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman

first edition 2019.

Why is it in news? 
hypersonic nuclear-capable Shaurya missile

Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile (SLBM) K-15 (B-05).

About

Launching platform:

SecurityEXERCISE BONGOSAGAR

INS Kiltan

SecuritySHAURYA MISSILE
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India towards self-reliance
BrahMos supersonic cruise missile

Significance

Why is it in news? 

About 

Significance of the System

The K Family of missiles
Submarine Launched Ballistic Missiles (SLBMs)

Dr Kalam

India's nuclear triad

SecuritySMART Missile
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Why is it in news?

SU-30 MKI fighter aircraft.

About Rudram:
air-to-surface missile

Defence Research and Development 
Organisation (DRDO) neutralizing surveillance

guidance radars, communication towers, 
command control centres radiation-
emitting targets.

anti-radiation 
missiles of this type eight years 

The name of the missile 
Sanskrit name Rudram ARM (the acronym for 

anti-radiation missile) "remover of sorrows" (one of its meanings).

Features of the missile 
 two-pulse solid rocket motors Sukhois

different altitudes  500-meters to 15-km
`lock-on before launch (LOBL) `lock-on after launch (LOAL)

INS-GPS navigation passive homing head

100 to 200-km

Significance in aerial warfare
Suppression of Enemy Air Defence (SEAD) 

capability

Why is it in news? 

About the exercise

About INS Sindhuvir

SecurityRUDRAM Missile

SecurityEXERCISE SURAKSHA KAVACH

SecurityINS SINDHUVIR
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About INS Sindhuvir 

Indian Prime Minister in 2015 
growing salience of the Indian Ocean and global maritime

gives priority to Indian Ocean region

Eighth Edition bilateral maritime exercise SLINEX-20 19 to 21 October 2020 in 

About SLINEX

Significance of the exercise
cooperation  maritime domain.

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) Laser 
Guided Anti-Tank Guided Missile (ATGM) Main Battle Tank (MBT) Arjun.

About Laser Guided Anti-Tank Guided Missile (ATGM)
indigenously-developed Laser-Guided ATGM Cannon 

Launched Missile Development Programme Armament 
Research and Development Establishment (ARDE).

missile employs a tandem HEAT Explosive 
Reactive Armour (ERA) 

designed to destroy modern 
guidance to actively engage a 

moving target
capability to neutralise armoured vehicles

pecially-designed protective armours

SecuritySecurity and Growth for All in the Region (SAGAR) Doctrine

SecuritySLINEX 20

SecurityLaser ATGM
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Why in news?

Key Highlights
determines vessel positions, position of other traffic or meteorological 

hazard warnings
contribute to safety of life at sea, safety and efficiency

 protection to adjacent shore areas work sites offshore installations f

 installed at busiest waters in the world valuable 
contribution to safer navigation

mandatory under IMO Convention SOLAS
compiled and collected by means of advanced sensors

15 VTS systems operational along the Indian Coast no 
uniformity of VTS software

indigenous development of VTS software
Saving of foreign exchange
VTS Software can be provided to Indian trade friendly nations 

Minimize the cost
Easier to interconnect
Availability of Indian VTS software

Why is it in news?

INS KAVARATTI
Kavaratti Kavaratti 

Arnala class missile corvette
Kavaratti

Bangladesh's liberation in 1971

CLASS
INS Kavaratti (P31) anti-submarine warfare 
corvette Project 28

90% indigenous content carbon composites

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
Directorate of Naval Design It is built by 

Garden Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers (GRSE), Kolkata. nuclear, 
biological and chemical environments

CAPABILITIES
nuclear, biological and chemical environments It will be a frontline 

warship of the Indian Navy with advanced stealth features and a low radar signature .
anti-submarine warfare

17 officers and 106 sailors.
weapons and sensors suite

SecurityVessel Traffic Services and Vessels Traffic Monitoring Systems

SecurityINS Kavaratti
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FEATURES
Kavaratti superstructure of carbon fibre composite material It has been 
integrated with its main hull resulting in lower top weight and maintenance costs and improved stealth 
features.

top speed of 25 knots
displacement of 3,300 tonnes 3450 nautical miles at 18 knots

4 diesel engines

ARMOUR
Kavaratti cutting-edge weapons sensors.

integrated communication system electronic warfare system

SIGNIFICANCE
state-of-the-art weapons prosecuting submarines

combat-ready platform completed sea trials

Why is it in the news?
Stand-off Anti-tank 

(SANT) missile 

About Anti-Tank SANT Missile
air-to-surface missile DRDO  Indian 

Air Force.
upgrade on India's Helina missile 

equipped with a nose-mounted active radar seeker

lock-on before launch and lock-on after launch capability.
actual launch platform on-board light combat 

helicopters advanced light helicopters.

Why is it news?
the Defence Acquisition Procedure (DAP) 2020.

About Defence Acquisition Procedure 2020
eventually replace the existing Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP) 2016

processes that should be followed by the Government entities
simplify the defence procurement procedure
aims to promote indigenous design and manufacturing of defence weapons

first Defence Acquisition Procedure was promulgated in 2002

Significance
assortment of new ideas

will be no offset clause in government-to-government

SecuritySTAND-OFF ANTI-TANK (SANT) MISSILE

SecurityDefence Acquisition Procedure (DAP) 2020.
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Indigenous Content of various categories has been increased by 10%

New Category called Buy (Global – Manufacture in India)

operating of assets without owning
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Why is it in news?

Background
growing trend of Artificial Intelligence‟ globally, 

digitization
better techniques and tools that will help the economy 

FICCI and Nasscom with EY 2.3 million new jobs while eliminating only 
1.8 million jobs in 2020

Effect on Indian Economy

India remains the most competitive in South Asia

Applications of Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Self-driving Cars:

Digital assistants and smart speakers:

Translation :

Facial recognition:

Medicine:

Agriculture Sector :

Business Sector:

Education Sector:

Financial Sector:

Legal Sector:

Manufacturing sector:

 Science & TechnologyROLE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN INDIAN ECONOMY
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Intelligent Robots:

Gaming

Cyber Security

Smart Cities and Infrastructure :

Possible areas for AI applications in Indian conditions

National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence

1. Healthcare

2. Agriculture

3. Education

issue.
4. Smart Cities and Infrastructure

.
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5. Smart Mobility and Transportation

Kamakoti Committee

Key recommendations of the committee were:

Challenges

AI-based applications have been driven 
largely by the private sector focused majorly on consumer goods 

ducation system 
nature of jobs are shifting rapidly our education system updated 

accordingly.
AI-led technology 

organized sector only 
unlikely on its part to contribute to large scale employment.

unlikely in the short or medium term that the unorganized sector will adopt AI 

remedy this differentiation so created in 
the AI field.

operate with a factor of risk 
investors hesitate to invest in such projects

Recommendations

AI a critical component of various initiatives 
Make in India, Skill India and Digital India. incentives for 

manufacturers, students and start-ups to innovate.
National Education policy must be transformed radically 

only the private sector is majorly operating in this sector
government can also provide aid by investing 

for businesses 
machine intelligence as a critical element 

different set of skills and capabilities 

Conclusion
new phase of technology, 

lot of opportunity and good fortune utilize 
all the potentials 

orrective measures and initiate policies that are required by this sector. 
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Context

Observations made by the Nobel Committee

Hepatitis C Virus

 Science & TechnologyNOBEL PRIZE FOR MEDICINE OR PHYSIOLOGY
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Why is it in news?

Observation by Nobel Laureates

What are Black Holes?

called the event horizon.

How Do Black Holes Form?

Theory of General Relativity& Black Hole Formation

Could a Black Hole Destroy Earth?

 Science & TechnologyNOBEL PRIZE IN PHYSICS
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Will the Sun Ever Turn Into a 
Black Hole?

What is it in news?

CRISPR
(clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 

repeats

 Science & TechnologyNobel Prize in Chemistry
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plasmid 

Cas9

Significance
ability to cut DNA wherever we want 

basic biological research, development of 
biotechnology products, and treatment of diseases.

sickle cell disease 

repair genetic defects 
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Concerns

Way Ahead

 Why is it in news?
holographic 

imaging to detect both viruses and antibodies  

About:

Working-
biochemical binding sites

Ethical issues 

Informed Consent: 

Justice and Equity: 

 Science & TechnologyHolographic Imaging
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Significance:

About holographic imaging:
Hologram: 

Hungarian-British physicist Dennis Gabor Nobel Prize in Physics in 1971

Applications-

Why is it in news?
'Responsible AI for Social Empowerment 

2020, was held.

About RAISE 2020
a first-of-

i t s - k i n d  g l o b a l 
meeting of minds on 
Artificial Intelligence.

MEITY and NITI 
Aayog 

Aim and Objective

 Science & TechnologyRAISE 2020
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#AIForAll 

Future prospects & Conclusion
spheres like healthcare, education, finance, 

agriculture and governance.
can become the AI laboratory of the world, 

Why is it in news?

What is Mars Opposition?

with Earth in the middle 
— an event known as opposition.

But why is it called opposition

Why every two years?

 Science & TechnologyMARS OPPOSITION
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Why is it in news?

About the experiment

Thalassemia

Thalassemia patients often suffer from

There are two main types of thalassemia

Standard Treatments
Blood Transfusions
Iron Chelation Therapy: 

Folic Acid Supplements
Blood and Marrow Stem Cell Transplant

Facts and Figures

Why is it in news?

OSIRIS-REx
Origins, Spectral Interpretation, 

Resource Identification, Security, Regolith 
Explorer

 Science & Technology'SAVIOUR SIBLING' EXPERIMENT

 Science & TechnologyOSIRIS-Rex
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Purpose

Bennu
carbonaceous asteroid 

LINEAR Project 
potentially hazardous object

Why is it in news?
Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC) 'Aquaponics facility'

About the facility
equipped with advanced sensors

monitoring automated controls. 
Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology.

organic, productivity  land, saves water augments 
the farmers' income.

Relevance:
agri-economy will get a boost.

fishes
farmer's income, non-coastal areas.

environment-friendly socio-economic benefits

What  are Aquaponics?

(recirculating aquaculture) with soilless plant 
culture (hydroponics).

emerging technique both fishes  plants
 fish vegetables

individuals, entrepreneurs educators missions 
governments

How does it works?

 Science & TechnologyAquaponics Technique
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Significance:
operational cost is much less. 

no need for fertilizers and the water requirement
Suits greatly to the demand of organic fruits and vegetables

yield from aquaponics is two times higher
one restriction

Why is it in news?
National Supercomputing Mission (NSM) 

About NSM

Agencies involved
Ministry of Electronics and IT (MeitY) and 

Department of Science and Technology (DST).
Centre for Development of Advanced Computing (C-DAC), the Indian 

Institute of Science (IISc

Target

Supercomputers

Supercomputers in India

Petaflop

 Science & TechnologyNATIONAL SUPERCOMPUTING MISSION (NSM)
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Applications of Supercomputers

Tackle problems: 

Disaster Management: 
. 

Why is it in news?

Superconductor
conducts electricity 

without resistance 

About the Room Temperature Superconductor

 Science & TechnologyROOM-TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTOR
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Significance

Why is it in news?

Details

agriculture, forestry and disaster 
management support.

Radar Imaging 
Satellite (RISAT) 

ISRO's new naming system

RISAT (Radar Imaging Satellite)

Note: 

 Science & TechnologySATELLITE EOS- 01
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Types of satellites launched by ISRO

Earth Observation Satellite/ remote Sensing

Optical sensors

2. Active microwave sensor

3. Passive microwave sensor

Why is it in news?
FELUDA paper strip test

About the test 
FNCAS9 Editor-Limited Uniform Detection 

Assay. 

genome-editing tool

 Science & TechnologyFELUDA paper Strip Test
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Why is it in news?
 implemented under the 

National Health Mission (NHM)

Key Highlights about eVIN: 

strengthening immunization supply chain 
systems

continuation of the essential immunization 
services

eal-time information on 
vaccine stocks and flows

helped create a big data architectur

maintaining optimum stocks of vaccines

Status of Implementation:

Why is it in news?

About

100 km above the Earth

 Science & TechnologyElectronic Vaccine Intelligence Network (eVIN)

About Universal Immunization Programme:
About-

Aim and Objective-

 Science & TechnologyNew Shepherd
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Karman line – the 
internationally recognised boundary of space.

Why is it in news?

About COVIRAP
isothermal nucleic acid amplification 

method, 

Amplification

Thermocycler

Isothermal nucleic acid amplification method

Why is it in news?

About
―tubarial

Physiological Function
moistening and lubrication of the nasopharynx and 

oropharynx.

 Science & TechnologyCOVIRAP

 Science & TechnologyTubarial Salivary Gland 
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Why is it in news?

About SOFIA
Clavius Crater visible from Earth

The observatory

Why is it in news?

Aim

Details

Why is it in news?

About 

 Science & TechnologySOFIA

 Science & TechnologyFrontier Technologies Cloud Innovation Center

 Science & TechnologyGyan Circle Ventures
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Why is it in news? 

Eriocaulon parvicephalum 
Eriocaulon karaavalense 

Pipeworts (Eriocaulon)

Western Ghats and the eastern Himalayas
endemic 

Eriocaulon cinereum

E. quinquangulare

E. madayiparense

Why is it in news?

Why emission norm nomenclature amended?

 Science & TechnologyERIOCAULON

 Science & TechnologyEmission norms for Tractors 
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How does the Spacecom policy draft proposes to enhance the private sector's role?

About Spacecom Policy-2020:

About Satcom Policy:

 Science & TechnologySpacecom Policy Draft 2020
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Significance of the private sector in space
Increasing Demand: 

Overall growth of space sector: 

Country's security: 

International trends and experience- 

Greater pool of resources: 

Human Capital: 

Technological advancement:

Risk Sharing: 

Commercial demand

Issues and Concerns of private participation in space industry in India:
Data Risk: 

Regulation: 

Revenue loss: 

Unfair commercial practices:
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Why is it in news?

Key findings of the report

Region wise predictions

Pakistan and Bangladesh

Why is it in the news?
Public Affairs Centre (PAC) Public Affairs Index (PAI)-2020.

Key Highlights of Public Affairs Index-2020
Kerala best-governed state Uttar Pradesh bottom 

four southern states Kerala Tamil Nadu Andhra Pradesh Karnataka 
 first four ranks

Uttar Pradesh, Odisha  Bihar bottom of the ranking

 small state category, Goa ranked first Meghalaya Himachal 
Pradesh

worst performers Manipur Delhi Uttarakhand 

ReportsMigration and Development Brief Report of World Bank

What is meant by remittances?

Significance of remittances:
 is one of the largest financial inflows to developing countries.

 remittances are a significant part of international capital flows

provide the receiving countries with much-needed foreign exchange. 
Remittances are a more stable and reliable form of foreign earnings

 helps in alleviating the Balance-Of-Payments (BOP) and the debt crisis
 stabilising factor for national currencies 

ReportsPublic Affairs Index
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Chandigarh best governed union territory
Puducherry Lakshadweep
Dadar and Nagar Haveli  Andaman, Jammu and Kashmir Nicobar 

What is Public Affairs Index (PAI)?
governance performance sustainable development

equity, growth and sustainability.
data driven platform  30 States of India

unique statistical tool to evaluate the performance of 
governance

based on secondary data 

Why is it in news?

Highlights of the report

Key findings of the report

State wise report

Recommendations

Why is it in news?
 NITI Aayog 'Electricity Access in India 

and Benchmarking Distribution Utilities'

About Electricity Access in India and Benchmarking Distribution Utilitie
 NITI Aayog, Ministry of 

Power, Rockefeller Foundation Smart Power India.
survey was conducted across 10 states 

 capturing insights from both the demand
supply side

ReportsDoing Business in India Report, 2020

ReportsElectricity Access & Utility Benchmarking Report
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Evaluate the status of electricity access in India

Benchmark utilities' capacity
Develop recommendations

Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana
Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana

Key Findings of the Report
overall availability of electricity infrastructure

87%  access to grid-based electricity 13% either use 
non-grid sources don't use any electricity at all.

hours of supply have improved significantly
85% of customers metered electricity connection.

satisfaction index was
66% of those surveyed were satisfied

recommendations 
prioritizing the release of new connections
transfer of subsidies or other benefits
enhanced technology-driven customer service
ensuring 100% metering of customers
segregation of feeder lines

Karnataka electricity is almost 100%.

Why is it in news?

About the report

Highlights

Recommendations

ReportsHighlights of Injeti Srinivas Committee report
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Why is it in news?

Anemia Mukt Bharat (AMB) Index.

Key Highlights of Anemia Mukt Bharat (AMB) Index
Haryana  ranked at the top slot

one of 11 states in the country  achieved National 
Health Policy targets

 institutional deliveries have increased

About Anemia Mukt Bharat (AMB)
UNICEF Ministry of Health and Family 

Welfare.
reduce the prevalence of anemia

Anemia iron deficiency  individual's blood cells to carry oxygen
 providing bi-weekly iron Folic acid

biannual deworming for adolescents and children

Anaemia burden in India:

ReportsAnemia Mukt Bharat (AMB) Index

What are International Financial Services Centres (IFSC)?

Services provided by IFSC

What is Anaemia?
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Why there is still such high prevalence of anaemia even within the developed markets?
Poor eating habits lack of 
access to healthcare
Iron supplementation programs have not been successful
Anaemia is difficult to diagnose,

High prevalence of conditions that can cause anaemia, such as Chronic Kidney Diseases (CKD

Why is it in news?

Highlights of State of Global Air 2020 concerning India:

Infant Related Data:

Current Pollution Status:

Why is it in news?

About the report

ReportsState of Global Air 2020 (SoGA 2020) 

ReportsWorld Economic Forum: "The Future of Jobs Report, 2020”
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Key findings of the report

Key highlights of the report

About the report 

Methodology of the report 

undernourishment Child wasting

Child stunting

child mortality

Some key findings of the report –

ReportsGlobal Hunger Index 2020
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Some of the Initiatives taken by India to battle hunger –
Poshan Abhiyan–

EAT Right India Movement–

Pradhan Mantri Matru Vandana Yojana-

National Food Security Act, 2013-

Why is it in news?

Key Findings of the Report

which accounts for 26 per cent of the total global 
cases.

50 per cent between the end of March 
and late April in India, following the imposition of a national lockdown.

Plausible reasons for this decline amid COVID-19

 similarities in some clinical features of TB (for instance fever and cough) with those 
of COVID-19, excerbated the problem.

 testing for TB (43 
countries including 13 high TB burden countries, including India).

(52 
countries including 14 high TB burden countries, including India).

seeking healthcare and were encouraged to delay it during the months 
of the lockdown if it was not urgent.
Even there were general advisories to do so to avoid crowding in health facilities.

Global targets
 WHO and the UN adopted the UN Sustainable Development Goals 

(SDGs) and WHO's End TB Strategy. 
both include targets and milestones for large reductions in TB incidence, TB 

deaths and costs faced by TB patients and their households.
 Goal 3 Target 3.3 of the SDGs which aims to "end the epidemics of AIDS, tuberculosis, 

malaria and neglected tropical diseases" by the year 2030.
End TB Strategy aims for a 90 per cent reduction in TB deaths and an 80 per cent reduction in the 

TB incidence rate by 2030, compared to the 2015 baseline. 
incidence rate and a 35% reduction in TB deaths.

But in reality, the world as a whole, is nowhere close to meeting the targets of the 2020 milestones of the 
'End TB Strategy'. 
As against an aim of reducing TB cases by 20 per cent from 2015-2019,

The UN Political Declaration on TB also included 4 new targets for the period 2018-2022:
Treat 40 million people for TB disease
Reach at least 30 million people with TB preventive treatment for a latent TB infection

ReportsGlobal Tuberculosis Report
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Mobilize at least US$13 billion annually for universal access to TB diagnosis, treatment and care
Mobilize at least US$2 billion annually for TB research.

Progress towards global targets
key 2020 targets of the WHO End TB 

Strategy, with reductions in incidence and deaths of 19% and 31%, respectively, over the last 5-year 
period. 

corresponding reductions of 16% and 19% in the same 
timeframe. On a global scale, however, the pace of progress has lagged, and critical 2020

Financing
TB funding (85%) in 2020 came from domestic sources, with Brazil, 

Russian Federation, India, China and South Africa providing 57% of the global total. 
International donor funding increased from US$ 900 000 in 2019 to US$ 1 billion in 2020.

United States remains the biggest bilateral funder of efforts to end TB.
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IGNITE ACES
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